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Abstract

Yangon, the former capital of Myanmar, is the major economic areas of the country. Also, the urban areas have

significantly increased. However, Yangon has problems with disasters such as flood and earthquake. To support disaster

risk management in Yangon, Myanmar, the estimation of urban expansion is required to understand the mechanism of

urban expansion and predict urban areas in the future. This research proposed a methodology to develop urban expansion

modeling based the dynamic statistical model using Landsat Time-Series and GeoEye Images. Multispectral Landsat

images from 1978 to 2009 were classified to provide land cover change with a long period. By observing land cover from

the past to the present, the class translation matrix was obtained. Stereo GeoEye Images in 2013 were employed to extract

the heights of buildings. By using the heights of buildings, the multi-centers of urban areas cloud be detected. The urban

expansion modeling based on the dynamic statistical model was defined to refer to three factors; (1) the distances from the

multi-centers of the urban areas, (2) the distances from the roads, and (3) the class translation. The estimation of urban

expansion was formulated in term of the dynamic statistical model by using the maximum likelihood estimator. The

relevant equations to estimate urban expansion are expressed in this research. The prediction of urban expansion was

defined by the combination of the estimation of urban expansion and the estimated parameters in the future. In the

experiments, the results indicated that our model of urban expansion estimated urban growth in both estimation and

prediction steps with efficiency.
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1． Introduction

Yangon, formerly known as Rangoon, is the largest city in

Myanmar, formerly known as Burma. Yangon is the major of

countryʼs economic areas with more than five million population,

and the urban areas have significantly increased
1)
. However,

Yangon has suffered from the series of floods and it had faced

the effect of the earthquake in 1930. To support disaster risk

management in Yangon, Myanmar, we need to understand the

phenomena of urban expansion and create the model of urban

expansion to predict urban areas in the future.

Urban growth is rather a complex process. Since urban ex-

pansion causes from many factors such as human behaviors,

population rates, the economic states, the policies of the

government and so on. Remote sensing technology provides the

physical information that can directly monitor the urban areas

from the past to the present. Hence, it can lead us to understand

the mechanism of urban expanding or how urban expands
2)
. In

the other hand, by understanding the system of urban expansion,

the urban expansion modeling can be created to predict urban

areas in the future
3)
. This information can be used to support

urban development and management for urban planning or

decision-making.

The various kinds of urban expansion models have been

widely developed in order to understand the system of urban

expansion and predict the urban areas in the future. Urban land-

use model based on spatial interaction model was developed
4)
.

Spatial interaction model known as the gravity model was

described the spatial relations between two objects. All inter-

actions in the system are the spatial relations between any pairs

of all objects. By using the interactions, the estimated urban areas

can be generated. Next, the statistical model was used for

introducing urban expansion model. The model relies on a

mathematical mechanism. For the example work from Sklar
5)，

the statistical model was defined as a set of equations relating the

population growth and the land-use change. Next, an urban

growth model based on automata cellular was proposed
6)
. The

automata cellular model refers to cell space with the pixel and

neighboring pixels including the transition rules from land use

change. Moreover, by using multi-agent-based model, the

residential distribution estimation was developed
7)
. The Multi-

agent system model; including the automata cellular model with

translation rules and relating to human behaviors and the
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environments, cloud be used to simulate urban areas in efficacy.

In the common model of urban expansion such as the automata

cellular model, the observed statistical data such as mean and

variance have been not included in the model, the model will

estimate the urban expansion without taking the advantage of the

statistical data. Whereas, this research aims to use the dynamic

statistical data to support the model of urban expansion to

estimate the urban expansion with reliability and accuracy.

Another point is to estimate urban expansion with the distances

from the multi-centers of urban areas that can be assumed as the

facility communities and are able to be detected by Remote

Sensing technology.

This research introduced a methodology to develop urban

expansion modeling based on the dynamic statistical model by

using the multi-centers of the urban areas and land cover change

in Yangon, Myanmar. We used Landsat 1-7 images from 1978 to

2009 and Stereo GeoEye images as well as the locations of the

roads. The details of our methodology are described in section 2.

The experimental results with the discussions are given in section

3. Finally, the conclusions of this research are presented in

section 4.

2． Methodology

2．1 Modeling urban expansion

Generally, urban expansion is considered on three aspects with

(1) facility, (2) transportation, (3) environment
8)9)

. In this re-

search, we defined that urban expansion in Yangon, Myanmar is

related to (1) the distances from the multi-centers of urban areas

for facility aspect, (2) the distances from the roads for

transportation aspect, (3) the class translation for environment

aspect. For the first factor of the distances from multi-centers of

urban areas, we defined that the multi-centers of urban areas are

the groups of the high-rise buildings such as department store,

hotel, office, and school. We supposed that in the city, there are

many centers of the urban areas. The new urban areas should be

located near the multi-centers of urban areas that can be assumed

as the facility communities. For the second factor of the distances

from the roads, the people set up the houses near the roads since

it is convenient for transportation. For the third factor of the class

translation, the urban grow up from the vegetation areas more

than from water areas. In this research, we assumed that urban

expansion is non-urban areas that changed to urban areas. The

flowchart of our methodology to model urban expansion is

displayed in figure 1.

2．2 Preparing data for urban expansion model

The study location of this research was focused on Yangon,

Myanmar from 16.73106° to 17.00594° North and 96.02452° to

96.31000° East. In this research, four multispectral Landsat images

with a 30-m. resolution and 1,000×1,000 pixels from 1978 to

2009 (almost every ten years) were used to provide the land

cover change. Stereo GeoEye images with a 0.5m.-resolution

were employed to extract the heights of buildings. The Geograph-

ic Information Systems (GIS) data of the roads were provided in

the format of polyline in 2013 by International Center for Urban

Safety Engineering (ICUS), The University of Tokyo, Japan. The

details of the remotely sensed dataset are shown in table 1 and

the images from Landsat and GeoEye are displayed in figure 2.

Since the Landsat image in 1978 has the original resolution of 60

m., it was converted to be the resolution of 30m. by the nearest-

neighbor interpolation. The GIS data of roads was transformed

into the resolution of 30m. The estimated heights of the build-

ings were converted into the resolution of 30m.

For obtaining the land cover change from 1978 to 2009, the

Landsat images were classified into three classes of (1) urban,

(2) vegetation, and (3) water by using Mahalanobis distance

method
10)

(supervised classification). We selected the examples

with more than 500 samples in each class. After computing the

classification, there are still some noises in the classification

results causing from cloud effects for the Landsat image in 1990

and the low resolution for the Landsat image in 1978 (mixed

classes in one pixel). To improve the classification results, the

rules of urban expansion and removing cloud effect were

applied. For the rule of urban expansion, we assumed that the
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Table 1 The details of remotely sensed dataset in this

research.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of our methodology.
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Fig. 2 (a) the Landsat image in 1978 (False color), (b) the Landsat image in 1990, (c) the Landsat image in 2000,

(d) the Landsat image in 2009, (e) the GeoEye image in 2013.



urban areas always expand and then we defined that vegetation

and water can change to urban, but urban cannot change to

vegetation and water. For the rule of removing cloud effects that

made the incorrect result, we defined that the pixels affected by

clouded areas in the classification result in 1990 by manually

search are replaced by the pixels in the classification result in

1978 (the previous time result without clouded areas). The

improved classification results in 1978, 1990, 2000 and 2009 are

shown in figure 3 and 11 (a, c, e), respectively. For validation,

we compared the land cover result in 2009 with a land cover map

in 2012 provided by ICUS. The accuracy of the land cover result

in 2009 is 78% with Kappa coefficient of 0.71. The statistics of

land cover change over Yangon from 1978 to 2009 is depicted in

figure 4.

For detecting the multi-centers of urban areas, the stereo

GeoEye images were extracted to obtain Digital Surface Model

(DSM). The DSM was filtered by the Morphological filter to get

Digital Terrian Model (DTM). By subtracting DSM with DTM,

the height of the building was provided (figure 5 (a)). Then, the

heights of the buildings were separated into two classes of (1)

low and (2) high buildings by manual thresholding with the

threshold value of 10 meters. After that, the locations of the high

buildings were grouped into seven classes by using K-means

(Unsupervised classification). By consideration of urban

expansion data and the heights of the buildings by human

perspective, in Yangon, we observed that there are seven

locations that significantly effect to urban expansion. Hence, we

set the number of classes for K-means method as seven classes.

The center positions of seven classes were defined as the

locations of the multi-centers of the urban areas (figure 5 (b)).

The regions of the multi-center areas with the Voronoi

tessellation are displayed in figure 5 (c).

2．3 Monitoring urban expansion

We monitored urban expansion data extracted from the

classification results from 1978 to 2009 by relating to the defined

factors with (1) the distance from the multi-centers of the urban

areas, (2) the distance from the roads, (3) the class translation. In

this research, urban expansion refers to non-urban areas that

changed to urban areas.

For monitoring urban expansion relating to the distance from

the multi-centers of the urban areas, we calculated the Euclidean

distances of non-urban pixels that changed to urban from the

pixels to the nearest center of the urban areas in each region. The

means and variances of the Euclidean distance from the multi-
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Fig. 4 The statistics of land cover change over Yangon City (The unit of sq.km.).

Fig. 3 The land cover result in 1978
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Fig. 5 (a) the heights of the buildings (b) the classification result of the multi-centers of urban areas, and (c)

the Voronoi tessellation with seven locations of the multi-centers of urban areas.

Table 2 The means and variances of the Euclidean distance from the multi-centers of urban areas in

each region from 1978 to 2009 (The unit of pixel).



centers of the urban areas in each region from 1978 to 2009 are

shown in table 2, and figure 6 displayed the means of the

Euclidean distances from the multi-centers of urban areas in term

of bar graphs. The examples of the histograms of the Euclidean

distances from the multi-centers of the urban areas in the region

of the center #1 with time variation are depicted in figure 7.

According to the increasing values of the means of the

Euclidean distance from the multi-centers of urban areas from

1978 to 2009 in the almost regions (see in figure 6), we

investigated that the urban expanded from the near distance from

the multi-centers of the urban area to the far distance. The

distributions of the histograms seem as the Gaussian distributions

(see in figure 7).

For monitoring urban expansion to the distance from the

roads, we calculated the Euclidean distances of non-urban pixels

that changed to urban from the pixels to the nearest roads. The
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Fig. 6 The bar graphs of the means of the Euclidean distance from the multi-centers of urban areas in each

region from 1978 to 2009 (The unit of a pixel).

Fig. 7 The histograms of the Euclidean distance from the multi-centers of urban areas in the region of the center #1 in the

years of (a) 1978 → 1990, (b) 1990→ 2000, (c) 2000→ 2009 (The unit of a pixel).



mean and variance of the Euclidean distance from the roads are

1.42 and 4.34, respectively. The histogram of the Euclidean

distances from the roads is shown in figure 8.

We found that the urban grew up along the roads, and the

distribution appears as the Gamma distribution (see in figure 8).

For monitoring urban expansion relating to the class

translation, we observed the number of vegetation and water

(non-urban) turn into urban from the land cover change from

1978 to 2009. The examples of the class translation in the region

of the center #1 with time variation are illustrated in table 3 and

figure 9 in term of a line graph.

We found that the urban grew up from vegetation more than

from water. In this research, we defined that urban always

change to urban. Also, the urban expansion refers to non-urban

(vegetation and water) that changed to urban. Therefore, the class

translation from urban to urban was not included in our model.

2．4 The estimation of urban expansion

In this research, the maximum likelihood estimator was used

to estimate urban expansion
11)
. By using the estimator, we need

to maximize the probabilities of the defined factors with (1) the

distance from the multi-centers of urban areas, (2) the distance

from the roads, (3) the class translation by observing urban

expansion. In this research, the Gaussian distribution was used in

our model since it is generally used in the common case for

physical variables. Also, it is suitable for large size samples since

when the samples are very large, they always incline as the

Gaussian distribution. Since urban areas generally grow up, the

samples will be increased. As a result, the probability of the

distance from the multi-centers of the urban areas was assumed

as the Gaussian distribution with time variation. Whereas, the

probability of the distance from the roads looks like the Gamma

distribution than the Gaussian distribution. However, for the

simpler model, the probability of the distance from the roads was

defined as the Gaussian distribution without time variation. The

probability of the class translation with time variation was

defined as Markov chain. For class translation, in this research,

urban expansion refers to non-urban areas that changed to urban

areas. The class translation from non-urban to urban is only used

in this model. The estimation of our model by using maximum

likelihood estimator was expressed in equation 1.

Maximize The probability of the distance from the multi-

centers +The probability of distance from the roads

+The probability of class translation from non-urban to

urban (1)

Since the probability of class translation and the probabilities

of the distance from the multi-centers and the distance from the

roads are independent, we separated it into two parts with

equation 2 and 3.

Maximize The Probability of Class translation from non-

urban to urban (2)

Maximize The probability of the distance from the multi-

centers +The probability of the distance from the roads

(3)

Since non-urban refers to vegetation and water. Equation 2 is
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Fig. 8 The histogram of the Euclidean distances from the roads

(The unit of a pixel).

Table 3 The class translation in the region of the center #1 from 1978 to 2009 (The unit of pixel).

Fig. 9 The class translation in the region of the center #1 from

1978 to 2009 (The unit of pixel).



expressed with more details as the equation 4.

Maximize Pvegetation(t) → urban(t+1) and

Pwater(t)→ urban(t+1), t=1,2,3,4 (4)

Where Pvegetation (t) → urban (t+1) is the probability of

class translation from vegetation at time t to urban at time t+1.

Pwater(t)→ urban(t+1) is the probability of class translation

from water at time t to urban at time t+1. In this research, t=1

represents the year of 1978, t=2 represents the year of 1990, t=

3 represents the year of 2000, t=4 represents the year of 2009.

Equation 4 was converted into equation 5 as below.

∑
1000,1000

i1, j1 vegetationi,j,turbani,j,t+1=Nvegetationturbant1

and

∑
1000,1000

i1, j1 wateri,j,turbani,j,t+1=Nwaterturbant1,

t=1, 2, 3, 4 (5)

Where vegetation(i, j, t) is vegetation at the pixel of (i, j) at

time t and urban(i, j, t+1) is urban at the pixel of (i, j) at time t+

1. water(i, j, t) is water at the pixel of (i, j) at time t and

urban(i, j, t+1) is urban at the pixel of (i, j) at time t+1. i

and j are the locations of the images in x-axis and y-axis.

Nvegetation(t)urban(t1) is the number of observed pixels that changed

from vegetation at time t to urban at time t+1. Nvwater(t)urban(t1) is

the number of observed pixels that changed from water at time t

to urban at time t+1.

To express more details in equation 3, the equation 6 is written

as below.

Maximize∏
1000,1000

i1, j1 β 1
1

1

σcentertt+1, c 2π
exp −β1

disCenteri, j, t+1−μtt+1, ccenter
2

2σ tt+1, c
2

center 
×β 1

2

1

σroad  2π
exp −β2

disRoadi, j, t+1−μroad
2

2σ 2
road  (6)

β1 and β2 control the variances of distributions (β 1/2
1 and β 1/2

2 are

optional). They play roles as precision parameters. Since some

parts of equation 6 are insignificant, and some parameters are

constant, we omitted some insignificant parts in equation 6 and

turn it into equation 7.

Minimize∑
1000,1000

i1, j1

β1

disCenteri, j, t+1−μtt+1, ccenter
2

σ tt+1, c
2

center

+

β2

disRoadi, j, t+1−μroad
2

σ 2
road 

(7)

Where disCenter(i, j, t+1) is the Euclidean distance from the

multi-centers of the urban areas at the pixels of (i, j) at time t+1.

disRoad(i, j, t+1)is the Euclidean distance from the roads at the

pixels of (i, j) at time t+1. μtt+1, ccenter is the mean of the

distances from the multi-centers of urban areas that were

observed from time t to time t + 1 at the center c.

σ (tt+1, c)2center is the variance of the distances from the multi-

centers of the urban areas that were observed from time t to time t

+1 at the center c. μroad is the mean of the distances from the

roads. σ 2
road is the variance of the distances from the roads. β1 and

β2 are assumed as the weight coefficients or the precision

parameters. In this research, since we found the urban grew up

from near distance from the multi-centers of urban areas to the

far distance, so we set the values of μ(tt+1, c)center as zero

since the urban grows up from the locations of multi-centers of

urban areas. σ (tt+1, c)2center, μroad and σ 2
road are assigned as the

observed values in the step of 2.3 Monitoring urban expansion.

β1 and β2 were required to be assigned. By varying values of the

coefficients of β1 and β2 with three cases (large β1 (β1=0.7 and

β2=0.3), small β1 (β1=0.3 and β2=0.7), equal β1 to β2 (β1=0.5

and β2=0.5)), we found that β1=0.5 and β2=0.5 that provided

the highest accuracy (see table 5). In implementing the process,

the equation 5 and 7 were simultaneously maximized to calculate

urban expansion.

The classification result in 1978 was set as the initial land

cover image. We used the initial land cover image with the

observed parameters as input for our model to estimate the land

cover images in 1990. Next, we used the estimated land cover in

1990 with the observed parameters as input for our model to

estimate the land cover image in 2000. We repeated the similar

step to estimate the land cover image in 2009.

2．5 The prediction of urban expansion

Since all the parameters in the future could not be observed

such as the class translation and the mean and variance of the

distances from the multi-centers of urban areas. They are

required to be estimated. We used the previous information that

can be observed with the polynomial regression
12)

to calculate all

the parameters in the future. The polynomial regression is a form

of linear regression which is commonly used for trend analysis.

In this research, we estimated the urban areas in 2020 as the
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Fig. 10 The estimated class translation in the region of the

center #1 in 2020 (The unit of pixel).



future time. The parameters in 2020 were estimated by using the

polynomial regression with the second degree. The example of

estimated parameter of the class translation matrix in the region

of the center #1 is shown in figure 10.

After that, we used the estimated land cover in 2009 with

estimated parameters as input for our model to predict the land

cover image in 2020.
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Fig. 11 (a) the referenced land cover image in 1990, (b) the estimated land cover image in 1990, (c) the

referenced land cover image in 2000, (d) the estimated land cover image in 2000, (e) the referenced land

cover image in 2009, and (f) the estimated land cover image in 2009.



3． Results and discussions

3．1 The estimation of urban expansion

The classification results in the section of 2.2 preparing data

for urban expansion were defined as the referenced land cover

images. We compared the estimated land cover images by using

our model (figure 11 (b, d, f)) with the referenced land cover

images (figure 11 (a, c, e)). For the accuracy, two classes with

urban and non-urban (vegetation and water) were used to

calculate the accurate result. The accuracies of the estimated

versus the referenced land cover images in 1990, 2000, and 2009

are expressed in table 4.

In additional, the accuracies of our estimation by varying the

weight coefficients of β1 and β2with three experiments is shown

in table 5.

3．2 The prediction of urban expansion

The Landsat image on November 25, 2015 (figure 12 (a)) was

selected and classified to be a land cover image as an unseen land

cover image (figure 12 (b)). We compared the predicted land

cover image in 2020 (figure 10 (c)) with the unseen land cover

image in 2015. The accuracy is 81.24% with the true positive

rate of 70.86% and the true negative rate of 85.64%.

Furthermore, another index of Nest/Nref was calculated for

the validation of estimating the non-urbanàurban. Nest and Nest

are the numbers of pixels that changed from non-urban to urban

by the estimation and by the reference classification, respec-

tively. The Nest/Nref indexes of estimation and prediction of

urban expansion are shown in table 6.

3．3 Discussions

According to figure 11 and table 4, our model of urban ex-

pansion estimated the urban growth in the years of 1990, 2000,

and 2009 with the averaged accuracy of 88.71% with averaged

true positive rate of 63.84% and averaged true negative rate of

93.24%. As well as, our model predicted the urban expansion in

the future (in the year of 2020) with the accuracy of 81.32% with

the true positive rate of 71.02% and the true negative rate of

85.68%.

According to table 5, we found that β1=0.5 and β2=0.5 gave

the highest accuracy. However, by varying β2 and β2 with three

experiments, it made slightly different results. Also, we

investigated that the model is significantly controlled by the

variances since the variances between the distances from the

multi-centers of urban areas and the distances from roads are

very different (σ 2
center is very large and σ 2

road is very small). As a

result, the distances from the roads are more impact to urban

expanding than the distances from the multi-centers center of the

urban area. On the other hand, it can be assumed that in Yangon,

firstly, people consider creating houses or buildings near roads

and secondly, they create the houses or buildings near the multi-

centers of urban areas.

Since our proposed method uses the statistical parameters to

support in the estimation of urban expansion, the expansion areas

could be well estimated following the defined factors. Whereas,

the previous method without considering on the statistical

parameters [6] is not expected to offer such result because there

are no dynamic statistical parameters to support controlling the

levels of impacts of the defined factors in the estimation of urban

expansion.

In our model, we only used the road data for transportation. In

Yangon, there are railways for transportation. Possibly, the urban

expansion should rely on the railways. Also, we only used the

land covers for environmental factor. In Yangon, the terrains are

mixed between small mountain and flat areas. The urban

expansion may be affected by the elevations. Therefore, our

results were incorrect for some urban expansion areas affected by
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Table 5 The averaged accuracies of the estimated versus the referenced urban areas in

1990, 2000, and 2009 by varying weight coefficients.

Table 4 The accuracies of the estimated versus the refere-

nced urban areas in 1990, 2000, and 2009.



those factors. To improve the results, the other factors such as

railway, elevation should be included in the model. Furthermore,

since our model relies on the distance from the multi-centers of

the urban areas, the estimated urban areas grew up from the

closest distance from the multi-centers of the urban area.

However, In particular, some urban areas grew up far from the

multi-centers of the urban areas because of economic reason

since the land price is cheaper. As a result, our method cannot

estimate the urban areas that grow up far from the multi-centers

of the urban areas and it made the incorrect results.

In addition, for setting the parameters, since the parameters of

β1 and β2 are needed to set up by manual method, the

optimization searching method with fewer computations can be

used to find the finest parameters for the model to archive the

higher accuracy. Furthermore, in the model, the probability of

the distance from the roads should be defined as the Gamma

distribution. Thus, the integrating multiple distributions (the

Gaussian and Gamma distributions) can be applied to the urban

expansion model for the higher reliability.

For the prediction of the urban expansion, the future

parameters cannot be observed and the roads can be created also

the multi-centers can be changed. Hence, the predicted result

seemed not reliable. In order to provide more reliability in the

predicted result, the main plan relating to urban expansion by the

government or authorizing office is necessary to be used for

calculating those parameters.

For the index of Nest/Nref, our estimated results have low

values. Since the estimated urban expansions have the low

distributions of urban expansions since our model only focuses

on three factors; especially the multi-centers of urban areas,

while the referred urban expansions have the high distributions

causing from not only the three factors but also other factors such

as railways, elevations, economic states etc. However, when
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Fig. 12 (a) the Landsat image in 2015, (b) the referenced land cover image in 2015, and (c) the predicted land cover image in 2020.

Table 6 The index of Nest/Nref.



calculating the overall index of Nest/Nref without a specific

period. Our method has the high index of 0.65 since the trending

of urban expansion relies on the multi-centers of the urban areas.

To understand deeply the mechanism of the urban expansion,

the significant structures such as commercial buildings,

government offices, plants, transportations, and bridges can be

related to our model.

4． Conclusions

This research introduced a methodology to model urban

expansion using Landsat time-series and stereo GeoEye images

in Yangon, Myanmar. Multispectral Landsat images from 1978

to 2009 were used to provide land cover change. Stereo GeoEye

images were employed to extract the heights of buildings that can

be used to detect the multi-centers of urban areas. The model of

urban expansion was defined to refer three factors of (1) the

distances from the multi-centers of the urban areas, (2) the

distances from the roads and (3) the class translation. Based on

the dynamic statistical model, the estimation of urban expansion

was formulated by using the maximum likelihood estimator. The

prediction of urban expansion was calculated by using

polynomial regression. In the experimental results, our method

estimated urban areas from 1990, 2000, 2009 with the averaged

accuracy of 88.71% and predicted urban areas in 2020 with the

accuracy of 81.32%. The urban expansion results indicated that

our proposed method based on the dynamic statistical model with

the defined factors estimated urban expansion with efficiency

since the dynamic statistical parameters cloud be used to support

controlling the degrees of impacts of the defined factors in the

estimation of urban expansion.

In addition, in order to improve the accuracy, the other factors

such as railways and elevations should be included in our model.

Since some parameters are required to specify, the optimization

method could be employed. To provide more reliability in the

prediction of urban expansion, the main plan relating to urban

expansion by authorizing office is necessary to be used for

calculating the future parameters in the model. To deeply

understand the practical mechanism of urban expansion, the

significant structure such as commercial buildings, government

offices, and transportations can be related to our model.
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